the earliest meetings at Vassar College in 1988 where the effort to produce the TEI Guidelines began. The first principle emerging from those meetings is that 1. The guidelines are intended to provide a standard format for data interchange in humanities research. (TEI 1988) 3 In fact, TEI is an acronym with two possible expansions: it can stand for the "Text Encoding Initiative," when it refers to the activity of producing and maintaining the Guidelines, but in the title of those Guidelines, it stands for "Text Encoding and Interchange." Interchange is the subject of an entire chapter in the TEI Guidelines, as well -Chapter 30 (P4), "Rules for Interchange," the headnote to which says:
This chapter discusses issues related almost exclusively to the use of SGML-encoded TEI documents in interchange. XML-encoded TEI documents may be safely interchanged without formality over current networks, largely without concern for any of the issues discussed here. This chapter has not therefore been revised, and will probably be withdrawn or substantially modified at the next release. (p. 647) 4 This would seem to indicate that, at least in the universe of TEI, XML has solved the problem of interchange. One significant way in which it has done so is to require Unicode for character representation. In the pre-Unicode era in which Chapter 30 was first written, character encoding was the major concern in the area of interchange especially when the interchange might take place over a network:
Current network standards allow-indeed, require-gateway nodes to translate material passing through the gateway from one coded character set into another, when the networks joined by the gateway use different coded character sets. Since there is no universally satisfactory translation among all coded character sets in common use, the transmission character set will normally be the subset which is satisfactorily translated by the gateways encountered in transit between the sender and the receiver of the data. (p. 647)
5
TEI tackled this level of the problem by developing writing system declarations and entity references-strategies later adopted by HTML.
6
Beyond the character-encoding level of the problem, interchange advice in TEI P4 and earlier consisted mostly of recommendations to expand minimized tags and supply omitted tags. Since tag minimization and tag omission are not allowed in XML, and since Unicode is required, this chapter's advice on encoding and formatting of marked-up documents is now unnecessary. And by the same token, these features of XML take us (in theory) a step closer to being able to achieve some functional level of interoperability across text collections, at least for particular well-defined purposes. If this is true, this will be important when one wants to work at library scale with documents produced by different projects, publishers, or libraries. However, those who have tried to move from interchange to interoperability have quickly discovered that it's an extremely difficult step to take successfully. Getting the world to adopt TEI-A probably isn't the answer to interoperability problems, though. As general as it is, TEI-A has a purpose in mind other than interoperability, namely analysis. A better choice might be TEI Tite, which has its purpose comfortably behind it, as soon as its texts come into existence. But it would be easy to get from one to the other. TEI Tite was developed (by Perry Trolard) as a sort of union-set of encoding practices in large libraries (Michigan, Virginia, Indiana) that contract out for substantial amounts of text-encoding. It focuses on non-controversial structural aspects of the text, and on establishing a high-quality transcription of that text. Once you start to aggregate these resources and combine them in a new context and for a new purpose, you find out, in practical terms, what it means to say that that their creators really only envisioned them being processed in their original context-for example, the texts don't carry within themselves a public URL, or any form of public identifier that would allow me to return a user to the public version of that text. They often don't have a proper Doctype declaration that would identify the DTD or schema according to which they are marked up, and if they do, it usually doesn't point to a publicly accessible version of that DTD or schema. Things like entity references may be unresolvable, given only the text and not the system in which it is usually processed. The list goes on: in short, it's as though the data has suddenly found itself in Union Station in its pajamas: it is not properly dressed for its new environment. So, there's some benefit to the library, and to the long-term survivability and usefulness of their collections, or publishers' collections, to have them used in new ways, in research. (Unsworth 2007) 12 In interchange scenarios, as long as you can get from schema A to schema B by some agreed-upon intermediate step, it doesn't matter that the source texts from the two environments are incompatible in their markup. In an interoperability scenario like MONK, you are trying to bring texts from a number of different sources into a kind of lowest-common-denominator format that can then actually be used in processing.
13 In fact, though, in the MONK project the TEI-A format isn't the last stop: it's a stage in a process with more specific goals than interoperability. The TEI-A produced by Abbot is subsequently processed through Morphadorner, 2 which tokenizes, marks sentence boundaries, extracts named entities, and provides trainable part-of-speech tagging. The result of that process is fed to another program, called Prior, 3 which feeds the texts into a MySQL database-the final representation and the one that is queried for statistical information about the texts. However, we keep the TEI-A and TEI-A "morphadorned" states of the text as well, and in MONK we call on the former to provide a reading text for the user of the system at various points in the analysis process. 4 14 I think, actually, that this is what interoperability looks like, or will look like in the future: it's a state or a stage in the processing of data, and not necessarily (perhaps not often) the final state or stage. To attain it, you have to supervise the process, mindful of the need to produce an opportunity for interoperability. If libraries and scholarly projects that require the keyboarding or OCR of texts could use a common format (like TEI Tite) as the target of that stage of the process, and if that could be saved and made available for other purposes, it would allow other projects and processes to pick up those texts and either process them in that state or process them from a predictable source format into some more heavily tagged format that supports a more specific purpose. Interoperability, I'm suggesting, is a plateau and a publication, and it's a matter of influencing the workflow for what you and others do so that it passes through that plateau and undertakes that publication. I'm not suggesting that TEI-A is necessarily the spec to use here-more likely, it would be something like TEI Tite, meant as spec for vendors and now stipulated as the output format for TEI members who wish to take advantage of the AccessTEI member benefit (a discount on keyboarding services offered by Apex CoVantage). 5 No doubt, in most cases this output will receive further processing for particular purposes and for the local environment, but if TEI members, libraries, and publishers using specifications similar to TEI Tite could learn to think about the Tite output as having a purpose of its own, namely interoperability, that would go a long way toward solving the kinds of problems that we encountered in MONK and that are certain to be encountered by anyone else who tries to make texts from different sources work (and play) together.
15 Interoperability is not just a matter of text format, though: it's also very much a matter of license conditions. In the MONK project our final act was to present MONK to the public in two instances. The first instance 6 is available to all users: it includes about 50 million words of American literary text from North Carolina, Indiana, and Virginia, plus the Shakespeare texts. The second instance 7 is available only to users with login privileges at a CIC Institution: 8 it provides access to a corpus of 150 million words that includes licensed material from ProQuest and Cengage. Login is negotiated through InCommon, which is an Internet2 implementation of the Shibboleth authentication protocol that has been set up at each CIC institution. All of those universities license the ProQuest materials, so permission for this re-presentation of their materials was not hard to get; however, only about half of them licensed the Cengage materials, so special permission was required from Cengage to allow them all uniform access to a single instance of MONK. 18 The uses defined in (b) and (c) would cover all of what we did in MONK, and everything I can envision as falling under the general heading of text-mining. However, the notion that you can, for example, do supervised learning in text-mining without reading or displaying substantial portions of the book or understanding its intellectual content is more than a little implausible, and the whole idea of non-consumptive research, should it survive, will need to be refined in light of actual research and research use-cases. In any case, the settlement has not been finalized and the judge under whom it was negotiated has been promoted to a higher bench, so the whole thing may start over, or the suit may be withdrawn.
19 Even if that happens, though, HathiTrust is considering proposals for a research center that would leverage their shared digital repository which was set up by many of the libraries that participate in the Google Books project (Hagedorn, York, and Levine 2009 20 Working with only that portion of the potential research corpus, you could still seriously pursue the research goals spelled out in the HathiTrust RFP:
• aggregation/distillation -"raw texts or abstracts covering particular topics or types of materials are reduced to subsets or databases of interest that can be used by one or multiple researchers" • development of tools for research -for "textual analysis, entity extraction, aggregation of data, and the representation and analysis of results" • collaboration -the Center must offer the ability to share processes, results, and communication with individuals and groups in a secure manner.
• Miscellaneous additional needs and concerns of researchers, e.g.
• "The ability to include additional data."
• "The ability to have access to both raw and pre-processed texts" (HathiTrust 2010, 7-10) 21 and complexity envisioned here will raise challenges in that area. One possible strategy for sustainability in this case would be to connect the maintenance of a research corpus, institutionally, to the maintenance of rights information. Another proposal in the Google Books Settlement that may survive even if the settlement agreement does not is the establishment of a non-profit clearinghouse for settling claims against money earned by the use of orphan works-those works that are in copyright, but for which a copyright holder cannot be located. A conservative estimate puts the number of orphan works in the Google Books collection at about 580,000 (Cairns 2009), 9 but some estimate the number in the millions. If the rights clearinghouse and the research host site were connected, the activity of the first might contribute to the sustainability of the second. Even if that subsidy were prohibited or constrained (as it would be, under the proposed settlement), the two activities obviously need to be conducted with awareness of one another, so that it's clear what rights conditions apply to what works. And even if there's no cross-subsidy, a research center could support itself with a combination of budgeted funds in research proposals that use the resource, plus institutional support.
22 These are the bits of an emerging cyberinfrastructure for disciplines that work with text. Characteristically, they include standards, strategies, organizations (like scholarly societies), institutional structures (like libraries and perhaps publishers, as well as research and its funders), and commercial players (including at least software developers and publishers, in this case). These characteristic bits also include moments of production, transmission, storage, representation, and analysis. And because cyberinfrastructure is also a social structure, it is a process. The TEI has a leading role to play at several points in that process, including of course as a standard, but also as a standards organization that interacts with institutional structures and commercial players. TEI competes-whether it wants to or not-in intellectual and institutional ways with various other disciplines and institutional commitments.
23 In general, one area of competition is in the academic recognition of computational research into ontologies. As more and more material has been digitized, people have begun to work toward what Tim Berners-Lee and others call the "semantic web" (2001). The Semantic Web Conference is a high profile academic event, but it is also a very large and fairly commercial event, and semantic web topics are discussed not only in AI and other CS contexts, but also as the foundation of business activities. Semantics, in this case, depends on ontology, and ontology is therefore "one of the pillars of the semantic web." 10 The Text Encoding Initiative has been doing the ontology of literary and linguistic texts since 1987. TEI has an Ontology SIG, in fact, that it should probably fund to represent TEI in semantic web contexts. TEI may have been here first, but it is coming from behind in terms of institutional recognition or functional centrality in semantic web contexts, possibly for the same reason that we seemed late to arrive at the Hypertext Ball when it was first thrown, by the World Wide Web. Neither the semantic web nor the web itself is a pure and well thought-out system, and they're both over-commercialized already. But the TEI has a lot to offer both-and in fact, has offered it to the Web, the point of continuity being Michael Sperberg-McQueen, former North American Editor of the TEI, and his work for the World Wide Web Consortium on the XML standard. 24 We need to make a similarly important contribution, perhaps with more recognition, in the development of the semantic web, or at least in developing what is understood by that term. Doing this may help the TEI to track and participate in proposals for the research use of our expanding corpus of digital cultural heritage material in the form of text. By participating, we can assert the needs and the ontological views of a diverse humanities user community, and we can do that with more historical perspective and more authority than any other organization I can think of. If the TEI were to participate in such proposals, we could help to ensure that the emergent research environment is TEI-friendly, something that will serve the interests of the humanities research community. Through this participation in research proposals and in the research center, we can also contribute to the sustainability and the interoperability of a research corpus. And if TEI is part of doing that, the TEI will also be sustainable, and participation in the TEI will be increased. Simple things like reminding users of the potential interoperability of texts produced through AccessTEI, and perhaps maintaining a record of whose institutions produced what texts with which access rights, would allow us to begin to carve out a role in the rights discovery and maintenance part of this ecology as well.
25 Finally, although we will certainly need research efforts like Abbot in order to move toward interoperability in the very large corpora of the near future, we need organizations like the TEI itself even more, and we need the TEI to have a vision and a strategy for asserting its role in the semantic web-by engaging early and often with emerging text-research centers and collections, and by promoting the potential interoperability of the materials produced through its AccessTEI service. 
